“Thanks to all its functionality and universality, the crossbase solution was a
key driving force in transforming our corporate website into a true, powerful
e-commerce tool.”
Benjamin Juster, Product Data Manager, KS TOOLS SAS

SOLUTION DESCRIPTION
Based on the crossbase standard software, a standard solution for PIM and cross
media publishing was implemented for KS Tools. The product data is maintained in
a clear product hierarchy. The sales items available in the ERP, including parts lists
and price data, are regularly booked in crossbase and subsequently enriched with
extensive technical features, images, documents and texts and mapped in various
market- and media-specific product views.
These include the product catalog with over 1,200 pages and the illustrated price list
with over 200 pages, all of which are independently generated by KS Tools. The layout
of the product catalog and the price list is uniform: the layout has been standardized
for all products. The table contents are controlled product group-specifically using
the crossbase table editor. In the printed product catalog, modular layout rules are
used to obtain a targeted pagination, while in the price list, flowframe layout rules
are applied that paginate fully automatically. Shortly before printing, a price update
is carried out for the entire document, indexes are generated and the type area
control is carried out. The translations are efficiently controlled via crossbase.trans
and are available shortly after the German catalog is completed. In particular, the
prompt creation of more than 7 country variants brings significant cost advantages.
The solution enables a high benefit for sales by issuing electronic catalogs in BMEcat,
nexMart or Sinfos format for trade partners and portals.

Company description
As a modern tool supplier, KS Tools, headquartered in Heusenstamm (Frankfurt), offers
up-to-date problem solutions and intelligent
tools for industry, the automotive sector and
the craft trades in more than 60 countries.
The 23,000 parts product range includes, for
example, wrenches, screwdrivers, pliers, electricians’ tools, automotive tools, construction
tools and pneumatic tools.
Type of company:
Trading company
Industry:
Tools
Sales range:
approx. 23,000 products
Sales volume:
25 to 50 million euros (2014)
Number of employees:
approx. 320
ERP system:
Jeeves Enterprise
Type of software:Standard software
Type of solution: Standard solution
KS Tools Werkzeuge-Maschinen GmbH
63150 Heusenstamm
Connected locations:
F-67670 Mommenheim
Contact:
Mr. Frank Hellenthal
(IT Manager)
Tel.: +49 6104 497-449
f.hellent

THE INDIVIDUAL SOLUTION COMPONENTS
y PIM with connection to the ERP system
y Image database
y Printed sales catalogs and price lists in different country variants
y Office tool for the provision of product information in the sales department
y Electronic catalogs (BMEcat, nexMart)
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